Comparison of statistical methods to classify environmental genomic fragments.
"Binning" (or taxonomic classification) of DNA sequence reads is an initial step to analyzing an environmental biological sample. Currently, a homology-based tool, BLAST, is one of the most commonly used tools to label DNA reads, but it is argued that BLAST will quickly lose its classification ability as the genome databases grow. In this paper, we compare the accuracies of a naïve Bayes classifier (NBC) and statistical language model to BLAST for binning reads and demonstrate that NBC obtains good performance for the low cost of computational complexity. On the other hand, the back-off n-gram language model can improve accuracy when only partial training data is available (such as in-progress sequencing projects). NBC demonstrates comparable performance to BLAST and can also be optimized on partial training datasets by adjusting the word feature size. A fivefold cross validation is conducted to compare each method's accuracy for determining novel genomes at different taxonomic levels, with NBC outperforming BLAST for species-level classification but BLAST outperforming NBC for genus-level and phyla-level classification. In conclusion, the NBC is a competitive taxonomic classifier, and language models can improve performance when only partial training data is available.